
Brand Trust in the News: December 24 – 31 
 

How America's Tech Giants Can Regain Our Trust In 2019 
December 24, 2018 – 2018 proved to be a year of reckoning for Big Tech, rife with vast data leaks, 
mediocre management decisions, problematic work cultures and one company’s pageant-like search for 
a second headquarters (we’re looking at you, Amazon) that collectively chipped away at consumer trust 
in the industry. It’s no wonder 72% of respondents to a Pew Research Center survey published in June 
said tech companies can be trusted to do the right thing “only some of the time” or “hardly ever.” Read 
more in Yahoo Finance.  
 

CMO’s Top 18 Stories for 2018 Covering Transformation, 
Consumer Trust, Brand Safety and More 
December 27, 2018 – The digitisation and transformation of marketing, power of the personal, building 
and retaining customer trust, and striving for online retail relevancy are just some of the big themes to 
dominate the news this year. CMO has put together a list of the top 18 marketing stories across our 
platform for 2018, a story selection that highlights the technology, trends and turnaround that drove 
marketers to new heights over the past year and pave the way for even more shake-up in 2019. Read 
more in CMO.  
 

2019 Business Trends Executives Need To Consider 
December 27, 2018 – Trust has become an important decision factor in which businesses consumers 
support. One hypothesis is since the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis, millennials have been active 
in leading the charge. One survey cited in the report indicates in 2017 alone, trust in businesses declined 
in 40% of countries. Perhaps exacerbating this problem is the many companies touting trust as a 
competitive advantage, only to find later evidence to the contrary. For many years, Wells Fargo was 
touted as the most trustworthy financial institution in the U.S. until the fake accounts scandal came to 
the fore. Read more in Forbes. 
 

This Is the Year That Truly Challenged People's Trust in 
Amazon 
December 28, 2018 – Unlike fellow tech giant Facebook, which has struggled as it was forced to reckon 
with its own scandals this year, Amazon is still thriving. This year, Amazon became the second US 
company, after Apple, to join the trillion-dollar club. Its CEO Jeff Bezos’ current net worth hit $160 
billion, making him the wealthiest man in the world. And to top off the year, on Wednesday Amazon 
reported another “record-breaking” holiday sales season. Read more in BuzzFeed News. 
 

How to Earn Your Customers’ Trust and Encourage Data 
Sharing 
December 31, 2018 – Communicating both trustworthiness and value aren’t one-off tasks — they’re 
ongoing efforts that should be part of everything you do. It’s important to build on both over time, as 
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you nurture relationships with your customers. Keeping the following in mind will help keep you on the 
right track. Read more in MarTech Advisor.  
 

https://www.martechadvisor.com/articles/data-management/how-to-earn-your-customers-trust-and-encourage-data-sharing/
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